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1 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔ1. IntrodutionMany unonventional properties (e.g. metal-insulator transition, ele-troni (anti)ferromagnetism) of the narrow band systems (transitionmetals and their ompounds, some organi systems, high{T superon-dutors, et.) an be explained only by proper treatment of the strongloal eletron orrelations. The simplest models allowing for the eletronorrelations are a single-band Hubbard model with on-site repulsion Uand hopping energy t and its strong oupling limit (U � t): t�J model.Resent studies of the Hubbard type models onneted mainly with thetheory of high{T superondutivity and performed in the weak (U � 4t)and strong (U � t) oupling limits eluidate some important features ofthese models [1℄. But still a lot of problems remains, espeially for theU � t ase where there are no rigorous approahes.Suh approahes an be built using systemati perturbation expan-sion in terms of the eletron hopping [2℄ using diagrammati tehniquefor Hubbard operators [3,4℄. One of them was proposed in for the Hub-bard (U = 1 limit) and t � J models [5,6℄. The lak of suh approahis onneted with the onept of \hierarhy" system for Hubbard opera-tors when the form of the diagrammati series and �nal results stronglydepend on the system of the pairing priority for Hubbard operators. Onthe other hand it is diÆult to generalize it on the ase of arbitrary U .In last deade the essential ahievements of the theory of the stronglyorrelated eletron systems are onneted with the development of thedynamial mean �eld theory (DMFT) proposed by Metzner and Voll-hardt [7℄ for Hubbard model (see also Ref. [8℄ and referenes there in).DMFT is a nonperturbative sheme whih allows to projet Hubbardmodel on the single impurity Anderson model and is exat in the limitof in�nite spae dimensions (d = 1). There are no restritions on theU value within this theory and it turns out to be useful for intermedi-ate oupling (U � t) for whih it ensures the orret desription of themetal-insulator phase transition and determines the region of the Fermiliquid behaviour of the eletron subsystem. Moreover, some lass of thebinary alloy type models (e.g. Faliov-Kimball model) an be studied al-most analytially within DMFT [9℄. But in the ase of Hubbard model,the treatment of the e�etive single impurity Anderson model is veryompliated and mainly omputer simulations (exat diagonalization ofthe �nite sized systems or quantum Monte Carlo) are used whih allsfor the development of analytial approahes.The �rst analitial approximation proposed for Hubbard model wasa simple Hubbard-I approximation [10℄ (see Ref. [11℄ for its possible im-
ICMP{99{20E 2provement) whih is orret in the atomi (t = 0) and band (U = 0)limits but is inonsistent in the intermediate ases and an not de-sribe metal-insulator transition. Hubbards alloy-analogy solution [12℄(so-alled Hubbard-III approximation) inorporates into the theory aneletron sattering on the harge and spin utuations that allow to givequalitative desription of the hanges of the density of state at the metal-insulator transition point. Hubbard-I and Hubbard-III approximationsintrodues two types of partiles (eletrons moving between empty sitesand eletrons moving between sites oupied by an eletrons of oppo-site spin) with the di�erent energies whih di�er by U and form twoHubbard bands. Related shemes of the so-alled 2-pole approximations[13,14℄ are also onsidered. However, in the reent QMC studies [15,16℄ itis learly distinguished 4 bands in the spetral funtions rather then the2 bands predited by the 2-pole approximations. Suh 4-band strutureis reprodued by the strong oupling expansion for the Hubbard model[16℄ in the one-dimensional ase. Within other approhes let us mentionnon-rossing approximation [17,18℄, Edwards-Hertz approah [19,20℄, it-erative perturbation theory [21℄, alloy analogy based approahes [22{24℄and linked luster expansions [25,26℄ whih are reliable in ertain limitsand the onstrution of the thermodynamially onsistent theory stillremains open.The aim of this paper is to develop for Hubbard type models a rig-orous perturbation theory sheme in terms of eletron hopping whih isbased on the Wik's theorem for Hubbard operators [3,4℄ and is valid forarbitrary value of U (U < 1) and does not depend on the \hierarhy"system for X operators. In the limit of in�nite spatial dimensions theseanalytial sheme allows to build a self-onsistent Kadano�-Baym typetheory [27℄ for Hubbard model and some analytial results are given forsimple approximations. Faliov-Kimball model is also onsidered as anexatly soluble limit of Hubbard model.2. Perturbation theory in terms of eletron hoppingWe onsider lattie eletroni system whih an be desribed by thefollowing statistial operator^� = e�� ^H0 ^�(�);^�(�) = T exp8<:� �Z0 d� �Z0 d� 0Xij� t�ij(� � � 0)ayi�(�)aj�(� 0)9=; ; (1)



3 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔwhere ^H0 =Xi ^Hi (2)is a sum of the single site ontributions and for Hubbard model we mustput Hi = Uni"ni# � �(ni" + ni#)� h(ni" � ni#);t�ij(� � � 0) = tijÆ(� � � 0): (3)In addition for Faliov-Kimball model we must also putt�ij(� � � 0) = � tijÆ(� � � 0) for � ="0 for � =# : (4)It is supposed that we know eigenvalues and eigenstates of the zero-order Hamiltonian (2) Hiji; pi = �pji; piand one an introdue Hubbard operators^Xpqi = ji; pihi; qj (5)in terms of whih zero-order Hamiltonian is diagonalH0 =Xi Xp �p ^Xppi :For Hubbard model we have four states ji; pi = ji; ni;"; ni;#i: ji; 0i =ji; 0; 0i (empty site), ji; 2i = ji; 1; 1i (double oupied site), ji; "i =ji; 1; 0i and ji; #i = ji; 0; 1i (sites with spin-up and spin-down eletrons)with energies�0 = 0; �2 = U � 2�; �# = h� �; �" = �h� �: (6)Connetion between the eletron operators and Hubbard ones is fol-lowing ni� = X22i +X��i ; ai� = X0�i + �X ��2i : (7)Our aim is to alulate grand anonial potential funtional
 = � 1� ln Sp ^� = 
0 � 1� lnh^�(�)i0;
0 = � 1� ln Sp e��H0 ; (8)
ICMP{99{20E 4single-eletron Green's funtionsGij�(� � � 0) = hTayi�(�)aj�(� 0)i = Æ
Æt�ij(� � � 0) (9)and mean valuesn = 1N Xi hni" + ni#i = � 1N d
d� ;m = 1N Xi hni" � ni#i = � 1N d
dh : (10)Here, h: : :i = 1Z Sp(: : : ^�), Z = Sp ^�, or in interating representationh: : :i = 1h^�(�)i0 h: : : ^�(�)i0 = h: : : ^�(�)i0; (11)where h: : :i0 = 1Z Sp(: : : e��H0); Z0 = Sp e��H0 .We expand sattering matrix ^�(�) in (1) into the series in terms ofeletron hopping and for h�(�)i0 we obtain a series of terms whih areproduts of the hopping integrals and averages of the eletron reationand annihilation operators or, using (7), Hubbard operators whih willbe alulated with the use of the orresponding Wik's theorem.Wik's theorem for Hubbard operators was formulated in Ref. [3℄(see also Ref. [4℄ and referenes therein). For the Hubbard model we ande�ne four diagonal Hubbard operators Xpp (p = 0; 2; #; ") whih are ofbosoni type, four annihilation X0#, X0", X"2, X#2 and four onjugatedreation fermioni operators, and two annihilation X#", X02 and twoonjugated reation bosoni operators. The algebra of ^X operators isde�ned by the multipliation ruleXrsi Xpqi = ÆspXrqi ; (12)onserving ondition Xp Xppi = 1 (13)and ommutation relations[Xrsi ; Xpqj ℄� = Æij(ÆspXrqi � ÆrqXpsi ); (14)where one must use antiommutator when both operators are of thefermioni type and ommutator in all other ases. So, ommutator orantiommutator of two Hubbard operators is not a C number but a new



5 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔHubbard operator. Then the average of a T produts of X operatorsan be evaluated by the onseutive pairing, with taking into aountstandard permutation rules for bosoni and fermioni operators, of all o�-diagonal Hubbard operators Xpq aording to the rule (Wik's theorem)�Xrsi (�1)Xpq0 (�) = �Æ0igpq(� � �1)[Xrsi (�1); Xpqi (�1)℄� (15)until we get the produt of the diagonal Hubbard operators only. Herewe introdue zero-order Green's funtiongpq(� � �1) = e(���1)�pq � �n�(�pq) � > �1�n�(�pq)� 1 � < �1 ; (16)where �pq = �p � �q and n�(�) = 1e���1 , and its Fourier transform isequal gpq(!n) = 1i!n � �pq : (17)In partiular, for Hubbard model one an introdue following pair-ings: �ai�(�1)ayj� (�) = �Æij�g�0(� � �1)(X00i (�1) +X��i (�1))+g2��(� � �1)(X22i (�1) +X ����i (�1))	;�ai��(�1)ayj� (�) = �Æijf�(� � �1)X���i (�1);�ayi��(�1)ayj� (�) = Æijf�(� � �1) � � �X20i (�1); (18)�ayi��(�1)X���j (�) = Æijg���(� � �1)ayi�(�1);�ai�(�1)X���j (�) = �Æijg���(� � �1)ai��(�1);�ai�(�1)X20j (�) = �Æijg20(� � �1) � � � ayi��(�1);where f�(!n) � g�0(!n)� g2��(!n) = �Ug�0(!n)g2��(!n):Applying suh pairing proedure to the expansion of h^�(�)i0 we getthe following diagrammati representation:h^�(�)i0 = *exp(� � 12 � 13 � : : :�  �  � : : :�  � : : :)+0 ; (19)
ICMP{99{20E 6where arrows denote zero order Green's funtions (17), wavy lines de-note hopping integrals and �, . . . stay for some ompliated \n-verties"whih for suh type perturbation expansion are an irreduible many-partile single-site Green's funtions alulated with single-site Hamil-tonian (3). Eah vertie (Green's funtion) is multiplied by a diagonalHubbard operator denoted by a irle and one gets an expression with av-erages of a produts of diagonal Hubbard operators. For Faliov-Kimballmodel expression (19) redues and ontains only single loop ontributionsh^�(�)i0 = *exp(� � 12 � 13 � : : :)+0 ;(20)where = ^P�ii!n+���U2 ; ^P+i = ^ni#; ^P� = 1 � ^ni# and by in-troduing pseudospin variables Szi = 12 ( ^P+i � ^P�i ) one an transformFaliov-Kimball model to an Ising type model with the e�etive multi-site retarded pseudospin interations.So, after applying Wik's theorem our problem splits into two ones:1. alulation of the irreduible many-partile Green's funtions (ver-ties) in order to onstrut expression (19) and2. alulation of the averages of the produts of diagonal Hubbardoperators and summing up of the resulting series.3. Irreduible many-partile Green's funtionsFor Hubbard model by applying Wik's theorem for X operators onegets for 2-vertie= g�0(!n)( ^X��i + ^X00i ) + g2��(!n)( ^X22i + ^X ����i ); (21)for 4-vertie!n�!n+m�  !n0 ��!n0+m�� = ^�(4)i���(!n; !n+m; !n0+m; !n0) (22)= ^X00i g�0(!n)g�0(!n+m) �U + U2g20(!n+n0+m)� g��0(!n0)g��0(!n0+m)+ ^X22i g2��(!n)g2��(!n+m) �U � U2g20(!n+n0+m)� g2�(!n0)g2�(!n0+m)+ ^X��i g�0(!n)g�0(!n+m) �U + U2g���(!n�n0)� g2�(!n0)g2�(!n0+m)+ ^X ����i g2��(!n)g2��(!n+m) �U � U2g���(!n�n0)� g��0(!n0)g��0(!n0+m);^�(4)i��(!n; !n+m; !n0+m; !n0) � 0



7 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔand so on. Expressions (21), (22) and for the verties of higher orderpossess one signi�ant feature. They deompose into four terms withdi�erent diagonal Hubbard operators Xpp, whih projet our single siteproblem on ertain \vauum" states (subspaes), and zero-order Green'sfuntions, whih desribe all possible exitations and sattering proessesaround these \vauum" states (subspaes): i.e. reation and annihilationof single eletrons and of the doublon (pair of eletrons with oppositespins) for subspaes p = 0 and p = 2 and reation and annihilationof single eletrons with appropriate spin orientation and of the magnon(spin ip) for subspaes p =" and p =#.In ompat form expressions (21) and (22) an be written as=Xp ^Xppi g�(p)(!n) (23)and  =Xp ^Xppi (24)�g�(p)(!n)g�(p)(!n+m)eU���(p)(!n; !lj!m)g��(p)(!l)g��(p)(!l+m);where g�(p)(!n) = � g�0(!n) for p = 0; �g2��(!n) for p = ��; 2 : (25)HereeU���(p)(!n; !lj!m) = �U(1� Ug20(!n+l+m)) for p = 0; 2U(1� Ug���(!n�l)) for p = �; �� ; (26)eU���(p)(!n; !lj!m) = eU���(p)(!l; !nj!m)is a renormalized Coulombi interation in the subspaes, or in diagram-mati notations
21 34 =21 34�8>>>><>>>>:31 42 for p = 0; 241 32 for p = �; �� ; (27)

ICMP{99{20E 8where dots denote Coulombi orrelation energy U = �2 + �0 � �" � �#and dashed arrows denote bosoni zero-order Green's funtions: doublong20(!m) or magnon g���(!m).For 6-vertex one an get^�(6)i���(!n; !n1 ; !n2 ; !n3 ; !n4 ; !n5) � 0;^�(6)i�����(!n; !n1 ; !n2 ; !n3 ; !n4 ; !n5)=Æ(!n�!n1+!n2�!n3+!n4�!n5)�Xp ^Xppi g�(p)(!n)g�(p)(!n1)g��(p)(!n2)g��(p)(!n3)g��(p)(!n4)g��(p)(!n5)�neU���(p)(!n; !n3 j!n2�n3)g��(p)(!n+n2�n3)eU���(p)(!n1 ; !n4 j!n5�n4)�eU���(p)(!n; !n5 j!n2�n5)g��(p)(!n+n2�n5)eU���(p)(!n1 ; !n4 j!n3�n4) (28)�eU���(p)(!n; !n3 j!n4�n3)g��(p)(!n+n4�n3)eU���(p)(!n1 ; !n2 j!n5�n2)+eU���(p)(!n; !n5 j!n4�n5)g��(p)(!n+n4�n5)eU���(p)(!n1 ; !n2 j!n3�n2)+������(p)(!n; !n1 ; !n2 ; !n3 ; !n4 ; !n5)o;where������(p)(!n; !n1 ; !n2 ; !n3 ; !n4 ; !n5) (29)= 8>>>><>>>>: �U3 (g20(!n+n2)� g20(!n+n4)) (g20(!n1+n3)� g20(!n1+n5))for p = 0; 2�U3 (g20(!n�n3)� g20(!n�n5)) (g20(!n1�n2)� g20(!n1�n4))for p = �; �� :In expression (28) the ontributions of the �rst four terms in braes anbe presented by the following diagrams (30)with the internal verties of the same type as in (27), whereas the on-tribution of the last term an be presented diagrammatially as (31)



9 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔSo, we an introdue primitive verties1 (32)by whih one an onstrut all n-verties in expansion (19) aording tothe following rules:1. n-verties are onstruted by the diagonal Hubbard operator Xppand zero-order fermioni and bosoni lines onneted by primitiveverties (32) spei� for eah subspae p.2. External lines of n-verties must be of the fermioni type.3. Diagrams with the loops formed by zero-order fermioni andbosoni Green's funtions are not allowed beause they are alreadyinluded into the formalism, e.g.givesDiagrams (27), (30) and (31) topologially are trunated Bethe-lattiesonstruted by the primitive verties (32) and an be treated as somegeneralization of the Hubbard stars [28,29℄ in the thermodynamial per-turbation theory.It should be noted that eah n-vertie ontains Coulombi interationU as in primitive verties (32) (denoted by dots) as in the denominatorsof zero-order Green's funtions (17). In the U ! 1 limit eah term inexpressions for n-verties an diverge but total vertie possesses �niteU !1 limit when diagrammati series of Ref. [5℄ are reprodued.Seond problem of alulation of the averages of diagonalX operatorsis more ompliated. One of the ways to solve it is to use semi-invariant(umulant) expansions as it was done in Refs. [5℄ and [6℄ for U = 1limit. Another way is to onsider d =1 limit where new simpli�ationsappear.4. Dynamial mean-�eld theoryWithin the frames of the onsidered perturbation theory in terms ofeletron hopping a single-eletron Green's funtion (9) an be presented1For n-verties of higher order a new primitive verties an appear but we do nothek this due to the rapid inrease of the algebrai alulations with the inrease ofn.

ICMP{99{20E 10in a form G�(!n;k) = 1��1� (!n;k)� tk ; (33)where we introdue an irreduible part ��(!n;k) of Green's funtionwhih, in general, is not loal. In the ase of in�nite dimensions d!1one should sale hopping integral aording totij ! tijpdin order to obtain �nite density of states and it was shown by Metznerin his pioneer work [25℄ that in this limit the irreduible part beomeloal �ij�(� � � 0) = Æij��(� � � 0) or ��(!n;k) = ��(!n) (34)and suh site-diagonal funtion, as it was shown by Brandt and Mielsh[9℄, an be alulated by mapping the in�nite-dimensional lattie prob-lem (1) with t�ij(� � � 0) = 1pd tij on the atomi model with auxiliaryKadano�-Baym �eld t�ij(� � � 0) = ÆijJ�(� � � 0); (35)whih has to be self-onsistently determined from the ondition thatthe same funtion ��(!n) de�nes Green's funtions for the lattie andatomi limit. The self-onsistent set of equations for ��(!n) and J�(!n)(e.g. see Ref. [8℄ and referenes therein) is following1N Xk 1��1� (!n)� tk = 1��1� (!n)� J�(!n) = G(a)� (!n; fJ�(!n)g); (36)where G(a)� (!n; fJ�(!n)g) is Green's funtion for atomi limit (35).Grand anonial potential for lattie is onneted with the one foratomi limit by expression [9℄
N = 
a � 1� Xn� (lnG(a)� (!n)� 1N Xk lnG�(!n;k)) : (37)On the other hand, we an write for the grand anonial potential foratomi limit 
a the same expansion as in (19) but now we have averagesof the produts of diagonal X operators at the same site. Aordingto (12) we an multiply them and redue their produt to a single Xoperator whih an be taken outside of the brakets and exponent in



11 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔ(19) and its average is equal hXppi0 = e���pPq e���q . Finally, for the grandanonial potential for atomi limit we get
a = � 1� lnXp e��
(p) ; (38)where 
(p) are \grand anonial potentials" for subspaes
(p) = �p + 1�( + 12 + 13 + : : :+ + + : : : + : : :) (39)Now we an �nd single-eletron Green's funtion for atomi limit byG(a)� (� � � 0) = Æ
aÆJ�(� � � 0) =Xp wpG�(p)(� � � 0); (40)where G�(p)(� � � 0) = Æ
(p)ÆJ�(� � � 0) (41)are single-eletron Green's funtions for the subspaes haraterized by\statistial weights" wp = e��
(p)Pq e��
(q) (42)and our single-site atomi problem exatly (naturally) splits into foursubspaes p = 0; 2; #; ".We an introdue irreduible parts of Green's funtions in subspaes��(p)(!n) by G�(p)(!n) = 1��1�(p)(!n)� J�(!n) ; (43)where ��(p)(!n) = + + + : : : :Aording to the rules of the introdued diagrammati tehnique n-verties are terminated by the fermioni Green's funtions (see (27), (30)
ICMP{99{20E 12and (31)) and this allows to write a Dayson equation for irreduible partsand to introdue a self-energy��1�(p)(!n) = g�1�(p)(!n)� ��(p)(!n); (44)where self-energy ��(p)(!n) depends on hopping integral J�0(!n0) onlythrough quantitiesG�0(p)(!n0)� ��0(p)(!n0) (45)� �2�0(p)(!n0)�J�0(!n0) + J�0 (!n0)��0(p)(!n0)J�0(!n0) + � � �	 :Now, one an reonstrut expressions for grand anonial potentials
(p) in subspaes from the known struture of Green's funtions. To dothis, we sale hopping integralJ�(!n)! �J�(!n); � 2 [0; 1℄whih allows to de�ne grand anonial potential as
(p) = �p + 1Z0 d� 1� Xn� J�(!n)G�(p)(!n; �) (46)and after some transformations one an get
(p) = �p � 1� Xn� ln ��1�(p)(!n)� J�(!n)��1�(p)(!n) (47)� 1� Xn� 1Z0 d�d��(p)(!n; �)d� �G�(p)(!n; �)� ��(p)(!n; �)� ;where ��(p)(!n; �) depends on � only through quantitiesfG�0(p)(!n0 ; �) � ��(p)(!n0 ; �)g. So, if one �nd or onstrut self-energy ��(p)(!n) he an �nd Green's funtions and grand anonialpotentials for subspaes and, aording to (38) and (40), solve atomiproblem.For Faliov-Kimball model J#(!n) = 0 and aording to (22) and(28) �"(p)(!n) � 0; �"(p)(!n) = g"(p)(!n) (48)and 
(p) = �p � 1� Xn ln �1� J"(!n)g"(p)(!n)� ; (49)



13 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔG(a)" (!n) = 1� n#i!n � �"0 � J"(!n) + n#i!n � �2# � J"(!n) ; (50)n" = 1� Xn G(a)" (!n); n# = w2 + w# (51)whih immediately gives results of Ref. [9℄ (see also Ref. [30℄).For Hubbard model there are no exat expression for self-energy butthe set of Eqs. 43, 44 and 47 allows to onstrut di�erent self-onsistentapproximations.The �rst approximation, whih an be done, is to put��(p)(!n) = 0 (52)whih gives ��(p)(!n) = g�(p)(!n) (53)and 
(p) = �p � 1� Xn� ln �1� J�(!n)g�(p)(!n)� (54)and for the Green's funtion for atomi problem one an obtain 2-poleexpressionG(a)� (!n) = w0 + w�i!n � ��0 � J�(!n) + w2 + w��i!n � �2�� � J�(!n) (55)of the alloy-analogy solution for the Hubbard model whih is exat forFaliov-Kimball model. In this approximation mean values (10) are equaln� = 1� Xn G(a)� (!n) + w2 + w� � w0 + w�e���0 + 1 � w2 + w��e��2�� + 16= 1� Xn G(a)� (!n) (56)The next one is to onsider only ontribution from n-verties of the(27) and (30) type whih allow to onstrut self-energy in the followingform��(p)(!n) = 1� Xn0 eU���(p)(!n; !n0 j0) �G��(p)(!n0)� ���(p)(!n0)� ; (57)whih besides Hartree-Fok type term�HF�(p) = U � 1� Xn0 �G��(p)(!n0)� ���(p)(!n0)� (58)
ICMP{99{20E 14ontains ontributions from the sattering proesses involving exhangeby bosons: doublons and magnons. These immediately gives for the grandanonial potential (47) the following analytial expression
(p) = �p � 1� Xn� ln �1� J�(!n)��(p)(!n)� (59)� 1�2 Xnn0 �G"(p)(!n)� �"(p)(!n)� eU"#(p)(!n; !n0 j0)� �G#(p)(!n0)� �#(p)(!n0)� ;and for Green's funtion for atomi problem we get 4-pole expression:G(a)� (!n) = Xp=0;2;";# wp��1�(p)(!n)� J�(!n) ; (60)where irreduible parts ��(p)(!n) are solutions of the set of integralequations (� ="; #)��1�(p)(!n) = g�1�(p)(!n)� 1� Xn0 eU���(p)(!n; !n0 j0) �G��(p)(!n0�����(p)(!n0))(61)with G��(p)(!n0) = 1��1��(p)(!n0)� J��(!n0) :Now, eletrons with opposite spins do not move independently as it is forthe alloy-analogy approximations. Within this approximation, for meanvalues (10) we obtainn = � 1N d
d� = � d
ad� ����J=onst =Xp wpn(p);m = � 1N d
dh = � d
adh ����J=onst =Xp wpm(p);where n(p) = � d
(p)d� ����J=onst= �d�pd� + 1� Xn� (G�(p)(!n)� ��(p)(!n)) (62)� 1�2 Xnn0 �G"(p)(!n�� �"(p)(!n))deU"#(p)(!n!n0 j0)d�� �G#(p)(!n0)� �#(p)(!n0)�



15 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔand m(p) = � d
(p)dh ����J=onst= �d�pdh + 1� Xn� � � (G�(p)(!n)� ��(p)(!n)) (63)� 1�2 Xnn0 �G"(p)(!n�� �"(p)(!n))deU"#(p)(!n!n0 j0)dh� �G#(p)(!n0)� �#(p)(!n0)� :Here deU���(p)(!n!n0 j0)d� = ��2U2g220(!n+n0) for p = 0; 20 for p = �; ��and deU���(p)(!n!n0 j0)dh = � 0 for p = 0; 2�2�U2g2���(!n�n0) for p = �; �� :5. ConlusionsA �nite-temperature perturbation theory sheme in terms of eletronhopping whih is based on the Wik's theorem for Hubbard operatorsand is valid for arbitrary value of U (U < 1) has been developed forHubbard type models. Diagrammati series ontain single-site verties,whih are irreduible many-partile Green's funtions for unperturbatedsingle-site Hamiltonian, onneted by hopping lines. The applying of theWik's theorem for Hubbard operators have allowed to alulate theseverties and it is shown that for eah vertie the problem splits intosubspaes with \vauum states" determined by the diagonal (projetion)operators and only exitations around these \vauum states" are allowed.Verties possesses �nite U ! 1 limit when diagrammati series of thestrong oupling approah [5,6℄ are reprodued. The rules to onstrutdiagrams by the primitive verties are proposed.In the limit of in�nite spatial dimensions the total auxiliary single-site problem exatly (naturally) splits into subspaes (four for Hub-bard model) and a onsidered analytial sheme allows to build a self-onsistent Kadano�-Baym type theory for Hubbard model. Some ana-lytial results are given for simple approximations. The �rst one is analloy-analogy approximation, when 2-pole struture for Green's funtion
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